TEST REPORT FOR FCC COMPLIANCE DECLARATION

Applicant : FSP Group Inc.
Manufacturer #1 : Shenzhen Huili Elec. Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer #2 : Wellex Technology Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer #3 : Fortron/Source (China)Corp.
EUT Description : Switching Power Supply
   (A) MODEL NO. : (1)FSP250-601U (2)FSP300-601U
   (B) SERIAL NO. : N/A
   (C) POWER SUPPLY : AC 100-240V~, 60/50Hz
                     (Test Voltage AC 120V/60Hz)

Measurement Procedure Used :
FCC RULES AND CISPR 22 (DOCKET NO. 92-152, SEP. 1993) AND
FCC / ANSI C63.4-1992

The device described above was tested by TAIWAN TOKIN EMC ENG. CORP. to
determine the maximum emission levels emanating from the device. The maximum
emission levels were compared to the CISPR 22 Class B limits both radiated and conducted
emissions.
The measurement results are contained in this test report and TAIWAN TOKIN EMC ENG.
CORP. is assumed full responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of these
measurements. Also, this report shows that the EUT to be technically compliance with the
FCC official limits.
This report applies to above tested sample only. This report shall not be reproduced in part
without written approval of Taiwan Tokin EMC Eng. corp.
This report must not be used by the applicant to claim product endorsement by NVLAP or any
agency of the U.S. Government.

Date of Test : Sep. 06 ~ 07, 2001

Prepared by : [Signature] (NITA LEE) Sep. 14, 2001
Test Engineer : [Signature] (ALLEN WANG) 9/14, 2001
Approve & Authorized Signer : [Signature] (JACKIE DENG) (Sub) Sep. 19, 2001

Name of the Representative of the Responsible Party :

Signature :